HB 314 - DO PASS

YEAS - 11   NAYS - 9

N   Ballance, Nancy
N   Brodehl, Randy; by Proxy
N   Burnett, Tom
Y   Cuffe, Mike
Y   Dudik, Kimberly
Y   Ehli, Ron
Y   Ellis, Janet
N   Glimm, Carl
N   Hagstrom, Dave
Y   Hollandsworth, Roy
N   Holmlund, Kenneth
N   Jones, Donald W.
Y   McCarthy, Kelly
Y   Mehlhoff, Robert (Bob)
Y   Noonan, Pat
N   Osmundson, Ryan
Y   Peppers, Rae
Y   Tropila, Mitch
N   Tschida, Brad
Y   Woods, Tom; by Proxy
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